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Introduction 

Background 

Modern humans are living in an age of “Big Data—which may be understood as a more 

powerful form of data mining that relies on huge volumes of data, faster computers, and new 

analytic techniques to discover hidden and surprising correlations” (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 1). Data 

collection is endemic in modern societies. Personal data collection occurs within every layer of 

the social fabric, from rich to poor and from the individual to the collective. Millions of times per 

day, people access the Internet via their computers or mobile phones, and their personal data are 

collected. People also have wearable devices and fixtures within their homes that send their data 

to external databases and applications. Organizations collect and aggregate massive sets of 

personal data from within their operations and from third-party data brokers to build 

comprehensive consumer profiles (Figure 1) for customer relationship management systems 

(CRMs). Customer profiles often contain links to one’s social media accounts, data mined from a 

variety of sources, and data volunteered by the customer. These profiles are also created within 

software applications, so users can link to additional data outside of the data that are presented 

on the initial profile screen. Banks, healthcare facilities, government agencies, educational 

institutions, online streaming accounts, and countless other convenience services contain massive 

sets of data that pertain to various aspects of people’s lives and often build user profiles similar 

to the example profile created below. 
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Figure 1. Example user or consumer profile typical of those existing in any given organization’s 

CRM. 

The current age is the first time in human history that problem-solving at every scale, 

utilizing massive data sets, has made tasks once thought to be nearly impossible possible; but 

who are the primary beneficiaries of big data and how are personal data sets being used? So far, 

the winners seem to be the multinational corporations and data brokers that build user profiles 

for marketing and sell data sets as a commodity. According to Chen, Chiang, and Storey (2012), 

“97 percent of companies with revenues exceeding $100 million were found to use some form of 

business analytics” (p. 1165), indicating that data analytics practices are used by companies with 

strong revenue. In fact, “The opportunities associated with data and analysis in different 

organizations have helped generate significant interest in BI&A [business intelligence & 

analytics]” (Chen, Chiang & Storey, 2012, p. 1166). There has also been a lot of emphasis on 

solving large-scale healthcare problems and societal obstacles with the massive datasets that are 
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being collected and aggregated across a variety of applications and databases. Many of the big 

data initiatives currently undertaken by the large array of entities that have hired data scientists 

and created analytics departments are focused on corporate profit and solving large-scale issues. 

Therefore, it is prudent to explore the relationship that individuals have with their personal data. 

Furthermore, it is important to explore how people can solve problems by leveraging their 

personal data that exist in innumerable disparate databases across industry and state.  

The trade-off for individuals allowing their data to become business currency tends to be 

that most of the modern conveniences that people enjoy and take for granted on a daily basis 

require them to allow for the collection of personal data. The terms and conditions of many of 

the websites that people use to go about their daily business include provisions that allow for 

web tracking and user behavior analysis. For example, when signing up for an iTunes account, 

people either read the terms and conditions and reluctantly accept them because: 1.) They want 

to utilize the music streaming service, 2.) They do not read the terms and conditions and remain 

oblivious to the level of data collection occurring when using iTunes, 3.) They read the terms of 

service and accept them without any care or concern for the personal data collection that occurs 

as they listen to their favorite tunes.   

Critical Inquiry 

         This investigation into personal data seeks to probe questions about how humans interact 

with and relate to their personal data in order to spark a conversation about ways that data 

democratization and empowerment can occur via the personal data that are currently being 

collected about individuals on a daily basis. Some of the research conducted within this 

exploration pertains to the level of awareness, concern, or apathy that people have about the 

personal data that are being collected about them and used for various marketing, hiring, and risk 
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management purposes. There are a few themes that recur throughout this inquiry. Are people 

simply apathetic to personal data collection or are they unaware of the level of personal data 

collection that is happening by the organizations with which they interact? Also, is there a sense 

of learned helplessness that people have adopted knowing that their data are being collected and 

used with little recourse or means to avoid such practices? 

Further considerations will be referenced in this inquiry as well, tying back to the 

overarching critical question about how people relate to and could potentially benefit from their 

personal data, aggregated and visualized. What is the relationship that exists between people and 

personal data? How can personal data sets be used for the benefit of the generator of those data? 

Can those data sets be collected and pulled together into a common location convenient to the 

individuals that generated the data? How can personal data be used to create visual data stories 

that will allow people to experience their data and understand themselves better? These questions 

will be explored in three sections, with personal data visualization being the most substantial of 

the sections. First, personal data ownership will be contextualized and investigated. Second, 

personal data aggregation will be explored. Third, personal data visualization will be examined. 

As a final wrap-up, all three of the outlined scenarios will be discussed together.     

To begin this conversation, it is necessary to take into consideration the ownership of 

personal data. Who owns the rights to store and utilize the data that are generated as people go 

about their daily business, paying bills online, driving through toll booths, and tracking the 

number of their footsteps? As people browse the Internet and small tracking files called 

“cookies” collect information about their affinities and shopping habits, is it fair that the 

companies collecting the data are the owners of those data sets and can resell those data to 

companies that would like to advertise in a decidedly personal way? Or should people be able to 
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access the same data that marketers are using to serve them ads that show them the products that 

they browsed a few days prior? 

         If people’s personal data are collected from their music streaming accounts, financial 

accounts, health records, mood tracking, fitness tracking, purchases, and website and mobile 

application use, should those data be aggregated into a common repository that can be accessed 

by all, individually? If a personal data repository is created, should it be a centralized repository 

that has safeguards put in place by a governing agency, or should there be a privatized 

distributed network that allows people to opt in for a fee? These data currently exist and are 

distributed across numerous databases already, so it is relevant to explore the possibilities that 

exist with personal data aggregation. 

         What is the best way to connect people with their personal data? Are charts and graphs 

enough? Or should there be more? Traditionally, how have people effectively transmitted 

information to each other in a way that has allowed for maximum retention, cognition, and 

utilization? Is it possible to somehow make big data seem smaller and more accessible to 

individuals so that they can improve their quality of life, on their own terms? In other words, can 

having access to personal data be useful to people? The overarching question throughout this 

investigation is one concerned with how people feel about and relate to the personal data they 

generate going about their daily lives. Visual storytelling in a digital world and within the 

context of personal data will also be examined to ponder whether narrative can bring people 

closer to their data by presenting their personal data sets in a meaningful way, allowing for 

deeper connection and insightful data experiences. 

 To more tangibly explore how people relate to their data, five personal analytics 

platforms (web applications) are examined within this investigation: Beeminder, Lifemetric 
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(which is now defunct), Lifetick, Stickk, and I Strive To. The selection of these tools is outlined in 

the methods section. The demise of Lifemetric is further evidence that personal analytics 

platforms have yet to catch on to a broad demographic, but the Lifemetric web application is still 

relevant to this research since it provides unique features for the sake of comparison, as well as a 

market failure which calls into question the commercial viability of personal analytics 

applications. Aside from a tangible examination of personal analytics web applications, some 

theoretical perspectives will also be explored.    

Perspective and Exploratory Lenses 

This investigation asserts that generating discussion and awareness about establishing 

ownership of, aggregating, and rendering personal data in meaningful ways can create the 

potential for initiatives, applications, and programs to be established that enable self-efficacy and 

lifestyle design for people in all areas of the socioeconomic spectrum. It is essential to begin this 

exploration by taking into consideration the relationships and sense of ownership that people 

have regarding their personal data. Investigating how people view the data they generate as they 

interact with a world that is increasingly interconnected, including the emerging digital layer of 

modern reality that is increasingly inserting itself between humans and the real world, can be a 

catalyst for discussion about access and ownership. It is quite possible that a majority of people 

are completely comfortable with the current state of personal data ownership. People could be 

completely aware and accepting of how their data are utilized and comfortable with the entities 

that have access to use people’s personal data as those entities see fit, negating any need to dive 

further into the question of ownership.  

Regardless of the outcome of the exploration of ownership, the next stage of this 

investigation tackles the topic of personal data aggregation. Whether or not people want 
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increased access to the personal data that exist about them in numerous data stores, there are a 

number of ways that people can gather and aggregate disparate records and data sets in order to 

create a comprehensive view of their actions, attributes, and habits. The ever-evolving world of 

standardized data means that data can be sent via various Internet protocols through application 

program interface (API) clients and servers, making it easier to aggregate data from different 

sources. This assumption sets up the aggregation scenario by illustrating that current capabilities 

for data exchange across technologies allow for the possibility of personal data aggregation. 

As is the case with personal data aggregation, the concluding stage of this journey is also 

not dependent on the question of ownership and is concerned with visual narratives and data 

stories. Regardless of whether or not people care about owning their personal data or having 

increased access to their personal data and regardless of how they aggregate those data, personal 

analytics are meaningless if they cannot be insightful. Staring at tabular data delivers minimal 

insight to anyone who is not a hard-core data scientist. Data need to be converted into 

information and knowledge, generating insight and understanding. The process of converting 

data into insight is essential for creating meaning from the data. Narrative has long been the 

primary vehicle for delivering meaning across generations and cultures, and symbols, images, 

and visual language have been essential elements in narrative. 

This trek into the world of data science will be colored by the sociological perspective 

and will include elements of the literary world, especially concerning Narrative Theory. By 

stepping outside of the world of statistics and number crunching, it will be possible to delve into 

the gray area that exists between art and science. Exploring the social considerations in 

ramifications of personal data ownership and aggregation in addition to investigating the 

blending of strong literal and figurative visuals with stories that are rooted in concrete data will 
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set the stage for larger and more specialized research and discussions on the topic of personal 

analytics democratization. 

The research included in this journey consists of a look at the search queries that have 

been entered into Google over the course of a calendar year for a number of topics in order to 

contrast common search queries with those concerning personal data and personal data analytics. 

The research also includes a look into some of the data aggregation and visualization tools that 

are currently available as platforms that focus on individuals’ goals and utilize personal 

analytics. The first part of the research is necessary to attempt to take a snapshot of the current 

level of curiosity or apathy that exists regarding personal data as a topic in the United States. The 

second part of the research is concerned with taking a look at a few examples of potential 

platforms to try to understand the level of development or interest in creating applications that 

aggregate and visualize data for the purpose of self-improvement or lifestyle design. In both 

cases, the research conducted will allow the gauging of whether or not people and organizations 

are aware or interested in the concept of personal analytics as a practice that people could 

incorporate into their lives. It also considers whether such a practice could be implemented 

utilizing wearable devices, Internet-enabled appliances, and increasingly computerized 

automobiles or if the continued development of devices, applications, and other methods of 

gathering personal data will remain status quo with fragmented data, dashboard interfaces with 

separate logins, disparate repositories, and little interest in ownership. 

Research utilizing secondary source searches includes topics such as personal data 

propertization, augmented reality, and gamification, which will be examined in detail in the 

“Personal Data Visualization” section of this investigation. A theme passively woven into the 

fabric of this exploration is the sociological concept of the “digital divide,” the gap in Internet 
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and technology access that exists among those in various socioeconomic or demographic groups 

(Gosling & Mason, 2015). The digital divide, coupled with massive data sets and the increasing 

potential for technology to solve problems for people and societies, creates a unique paradox. 

People in the lower strata of the socioeconomic spectrum have less access to helpful, insightful 

personal data than those in the middle and upper strata. Self-efficacy and the motivation to 

improve personal outcomes are only possible across society if personal data are democratized, 

made accessible, and crafted into narrative experiences that can connect with and deliver insight 

to a majority of people. Before diving into analysis and further consideration of the 

democratization of personal data, a review of the research methods employed is in order. 
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Methods 

The methods utilized consist primarily of qualitative methods, although some quantitative 

methods were used; therefore the research design employs mixed methods. Each focus area of 

the inquiry (Ownership, Aggregation, and Visualization) incorporated a different methodology 

(see below for specifics).  For the qualitative portion of the research, a combination of 

phenomenology, historical analysis, and content inventory was employed to analyze current 

sentiment regarding personal data ownership, aggregation, and visualization. A content inventory 

was also used to analyze some of the current websites that offer personal data tracking tools. The 

selected quantitative research methods for the analysis of the primary sources involved keyword 

research and a feature comparison of selected personal analytics platforms and tools.  

Methodologies for Personal Data Ownership 

● Conducted a secondary source search of legal standards surrounding personal data. 

Methodologies for Personal Data Aggregation 

● Conducted a secondary source search of technology journals. 

Methodologies for Personal Data Visualization 

Quantitative research methods for personal data visualization.  

● Keyword research was conducted with the following parameters: 

○ Date Range: 4/29/2015 – 4/30/2016 

○ Geographic Scope: United States of America 

○ Language: English 

○ Search Engine Network: Google (http://www.google.com) 

● Note: This research includes the mean number of searches, so the actual volume 

likely fluctuated throughout the year, and some rounding was done by Google’s 
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Keyword Planning Tool. Also, this research was conducted on Google’s search 

engine network, so search engine queries from other search networks such as 

Bing and Yahoo! are not included in the results. 

● Dominant search keyword phrases and terms identified in the Google AdWords 

research were used to find websites that market personal analytics visualization 

tools.  

○ The websites provided the features and functionality of each platform, and 

the information gathered allowed the platforms to be narrowed to a list of 

the five most relevant personal analytics web applications for capturing 

and graphing the most diverse types of personal data. 

Qualitative research methods for personal data visualization.  

● Conducted a secondary source search for scholarly articles that explore data 

visualization and storytelling.  

Tying It All Together 

The purpose of the methods selected and employed was to create a snapshot of the 

current state of personal data ownership, aggregation, and visualization. The research methods 

utilized and resulting analysis serve to inform future developments by providing insight and 

areas of opportunity for the way people interact and relate to their personal data. Researching 

secondary sources, analyzing marketing websites, and generating a search engine keyword 

volume report for the topic of personal analytics allowed for a comprehensive, cross-discipline 

snapshot about the current state of how people relate to their data to emerge. 
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Chapter 1 

Context 

 To begin an analysis of the data collected via the research methods employed, additional 

context is necessary. Arguments will be put forth, and examples will be outlined in order to 

frame and set the stage for the analysis. 

Personal Data Ownership: How Different Types of Personal Data Are Viewed  

 When someone visits a website, makes a purchase (in a bricks and mortar store or 

online), or wears a digital step counter to track their activity, they create data. As most people go 

about their daily lives, they engage in numerous activities that generate data that are captured by 

third parties. Every time someone purchases gas at the pump and selects the fuel grade, the data 

surrounding the transaction (type of fuel, purchaser, quantity, cost, date, location) are stored by 

the payment processor and the organization that owns the fueling station. When going grocery 

shopping and stocking up on food for the next week, the types of food that a person purchases 

are saved in the organization’s customer database. Even the most innocuous activities, such as 

taking photos of loved ones and posting them to Facebook create metadata that is stored along 

with the photo file. The image metadata often includes the geolocation, time, date and other 

attributes such as the make of the camera. 

The data from all of the activities outlined above, and from a litany of other activities that 

are captured by third parties, are recorded and stored in the local storage that exists on the device 

that one is using and on the server of a third party service provider or organization. “An immense 

amount of company, industry, product, and customer information can be gathered from the web 

and organized and visualized through various text and web mining techniques” (Chen, Chiang & 

Storey, 2012, p. 1167). Much of these data are generated and created by people, but they often do 
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not remain in their custody. How should one’s personal data creations be regarded and whose are 

they? 

People create an immense amount of data. It is very easy to think about all of the digital 

data that are created by everyday activities such as paying bills, logging onto websites, and 

utilizing a mobile or wearable device, but other types of data are also created outside of the 

digital realm. Consider every time a person sweats; there is data being created within the scents 

that emanate from one’s body. A person’s sweat can communicate a lot about what they have 

eaten, how much testosterone they have, or whether or not they have high-stress levels.  

Though often overlooked, there are a number of processes within one’s body that 

communicates personal data to the broader world. Considering this, one would find it 

unacceptable in a public setting, such as a restaurant or store, if a third party came along and 

scraped some of the sweat off of their skin and analyzed it to learn more about that person. One 

would find it equally unacceptable if using the restroom to urinate in a store or restaurant meant 

that their urine was being collected and analyzed to gauge their eating and drinking habits, as 

well as to gain additional information to be utilized for marketing or some other purpose. Even if 

there was an eye-catching terms of use notification on the door of the restroom, most would still 

find it ludicrous and would likely not utilize those restroom facilities.  

These examples are a bit absurd, but the contrast is necessary in order to look into why 

the less tangible data that one emanates navigating the world seems to be taken and analyzed 

without any notable outrage or outcry from the general public. Compare this lack of noticeable 

outcry with the outcry that a hypothetical situation where one’s sweat was being harvested as 

that person waited in the checkout line at their favorite store or the example where one’s urine 

was being collected and analyzed when using a restroom at a restaurant would bring. Even 
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considering the discomfort that would arise if one caught an employee at a clothing store 

collecting their fingerprints from the articles of clothing that the person touched in order to gauge 

the areas of the article that were inspected to understand better the nuances of that person’s 

clothing preferences makes it clear that conspicuous personal data collection can be very creepy. 

The difference in perception between physical and digital data collection brings about the 

question of where the line is drawn when it comes to the personal data that people are 

comfortable having harvested from them. Why does it seem acceptable for one’s browsing habits 

to be collected and stored in third party databases and used for identifying market segments for 

advertising purposes while it seems far less acceptable for one’s sweat, urine, or hair to be taken 

and analyzed by the same organizations, for the same purposes? Why do people feel like they 

have more of a sense of ownership over the tangible and physical data that they emanate than 

over the less tangible data that diffuses as they go about their daily routines?  

What is personal data ownership? To explore the current personal data landscape to 

facilitate awareness and discussion, the concept of ownership needs to be defined and 

considered. For the purpose of this investigation, ownership is broadly defined and ranges in 

meaning from the sole possession of personal data to simply having access to and having some 

measure of the management of personal data. The reason for the flexibility is to ensure robust 

discussion and avoid being constrained by a narrow scope. Consider that ownership can range 

from owning a house to “owning” a project, the latter meaning that one is not the sole possessor 

or literal owner of, but the steward of the project. 

Ownership can also imply propertization, meaning that the object of ownership is a 

tangible thing that can be possessed, accessed, or managed by a person or entity. Since digital 

data sets lack tangible form in most instances, personal data do not have the semblance of being 
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property in the same way that a house, article of clothing, or car does. Changing the way that 

people relate to personal data depends on the examination of ownership and data aggregators.    

Personal Data Aggregation Is Already a Reality 

 Moving past the contextual considerations of ownership, data collection, and storage 

location are essential considerations in order to ensure a thorough exploration of personal data. 

There are a number of devices that collect personal data, as well as countless schemas and 

locations where personal data are stored. By looking into the current state and the potential for 

pulling together personal data from a number of disparate sources, a conversation can be 

generated about where or how the people’s personal data should be stored. Databases filled with 

personal data records currently exist and are distributed across numerous storage locations 

already, so it is not a large leap to suggest that it would be beneficial to connect the dots and pull 

those data together in some way. As it stands, organizations already buy personal information 

from numerous sources to build comprehensive customer profiles, so the type of data 

aggregation explored here is already a reality, though few have access to the customer profiles 

that exist about them or the personal data stored therein.   

 Before diving too deeply into personal data collection, it is essential to begin by 

exploring some of the terminology that will be used. First, the Internet of Things (IoT) is a 

blanket term that covers virtually any device or appliance that has an Internet Protocol (IP) 

address, computes, and is Internet enabled (Xia, Yang, Wang & Vinel, 2012, p. 1101). Home 

thermostats or household lighting systems that can be remotely controlled through smartphone 

applications qualify as IoT devices. Wearable devices, such as Fitbits or smart watches, are also 

considered IoT devices. For the sake of this investigation, personal analytics will be defined as 

the practice of collecting and aggregating personal data and interpreting those data via charts, 
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graphs, or other visualizations. The relationship between the two concepts, IoT and personal 

analytics, is one where IoT devices collect data and initially aggregate those data to a database 

relevant to each individual IoT device’s platform, and personal analytics are used by the end user 

to review and interpret those data. The larger conversation about personal data aggregation 

involves the concept of taking the aggregate data that are collected from each IoT device or other 

personal data source, such as a third party company’s marketing database and pulling all those 

data together in one centralized location. 

Personal Data Visualization Is the Key to Connecting People to Data 

 An analysis that ends at aggregation leaves out a key idea that will need to be embraced 

for people to build rapport with their personal data sets. Personal data, provided in a visual, 

narrative, and accessible means has the potential to allow people from all socioeconomic 

backgrounds to improve their quality of life. An investigation into the ways that data 

visualization and storytelling, combined with personal analytics, can provide insight and 

motivation for people is essential for catalyzing a personal analytics movement that reaches the 

broadest demographic possible. Technology has the potential to reduce the cost of delivering 

insightful personal analytics data and coaching to low-income populations via visual data stories. 

Sparking a movement toward this end requires an investigation of the efficiency of visual 

narrative for connecting people with their data. Accessibility to relevant, visual data story 

experiences can help people to identify areas of opportunity for goal setting and allow them to 

follow their progress toward the goal, regardless of their status or position in society. 
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Chapter 2 

Analysis 

Personal Data Ownership 

 The collection of material for the secondary source search focused on scholarly articles 

that address personal data ownership and propertization. Much of the scholarship regarding 

personal data ownership has occurred within the context of technology, business, and healthcare 

personal data practices. The secondary sources collected were analyzed and used to provide a 

glimpse into contemporary conversations regarding personal data ownership.     

Who owns one’s personal data? Keeping in mind the broad definition of ownership 

outlined earlier in this investigation, a person taking action or using a service in the digital realm 

creates or generates personal data sets that are stored in third-party databases and used for a 

variety of purposes. Some of the purposes include marketing products or services, market 

research, streamlining future interactions or transactions, verification, or for numerous other 

reasons. The type of data collection and uses outlined above often occur without the person 

generating the data being fully cognizant of the scope of the data collected or the exact way their 

data are being utilized. In cases where someone is aware of the data that are being collected, it is 

likely that there is a sense of helplessness since the options given are either accept the terms of 

use for a given service or not use the service at all. Most people want to enjoy the convenience 

that digital services offer, so they reluctantly accept and allow their data to be collected, stored, 

and used by the service provider or a third party that purchases the data from the service 

provider. Even if people feel like their data is their property, most give up when given a binary 

decision to either accept the terms of use or not use the service.  
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Regardless of whether or not people feel any sense of ownership over their data, based on 

legal scholarship, personal data are not considered property. According to Schwartz (2004, p. 

2057): 

Legal scholars interested in protecting information privacy, however, have been 

suspicious of treating personal data as a form of property and have generally advocated 

imposing a ban on data trade, rather than restriction on transferability. In contrast, other 

legal scholars have advocated propertization of personal information, albeit generally 

without sufficient sensitivity to privacy concerns. As a result, such scholars usually see 

no need for legal limits on data trade… 

In other words, the competing schools of thought surrounding personal data privacy and 

ownership disagree on the best way to protect personal data. This disagreement is causing a 

stalemate at the same time that “a strong conception of personal data as a commodity is emerging 

in the United States, and individual Americans are already participating in the commodification 

of their personal data” (Schwartz, 2004, p. 2057). 

The current legal standstill is allowing unfettered personal “data trading” (Schwartz, 

2004, p. 2060) to occur, and the argument that personal data are not property defies the logic that 

follows that the creator or generator of the data should be the owner of those data. At the very 

least, both the generator and the collector of the data should have some form of shared claim in 

ownership, and the generator of those data should have some stake in the movement of their data. 

To the contrary, “existing business models have proven time and again that privacy regulation is 

no match for them” (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 1).   

European nations currently have some of the most robust data privacy and protection 

laws in the world. Europe’s Data Protection Directive (DPD) and Europe’s General Data 
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Protection Regulation (GDPR)—that is set to replace the DPD—include evolving standards and 

new ideas for augmenting current laws “such as enhancing consent, strengthening transparency, 

and clarifying and making more explicit certain preconditions of data protection including data 

minimization and the right of access” (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 1-2). The “right of access” described 

by Rubinstein is a concept virtually unheard of in the United States regarding personal data. The 

challenge with personal data ownership and protection within most industrialized nations is that 

for organizations mining and using people’s personal data, the “substantive obligations (purpose 

and use restrictions, data quality, security, and access) other than security, … have limited 

impact because they depend on an individual’s awareness that her data are being processed” 

(Rubinstein, 2012, p. 5).  

There are substantial challenges with depending on a person’s awareness about how their 

personal data are being collected and used. Many people do not fully understand the 

sophistication of the algorithms and the depth of the statistical analyses processing their personal 

data and correlating them with data sets from other sources. This begs the question whether or 

not it is possible for the person to “knowingly consent to the use of their data for data mining or 

Big Data analytics” since they are not truly “knowing” if they do not fully understand how their 

data are being processed (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 5). Ownership of personal data does not eliminate 

the fact that many “users lack knowledge of potential correlations” that can and will be made 

with their data (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 5). Since ownership alone does not guarantee access or full 

awareness of how personal data are used, it is not enough to assume that transferring ownership 

of personal data to people is a solution within itself. In fact, the propertization and transfer of 

ownership of personal data to the individuals who generate the data could put people in positions 
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where they are solely responsible for their personal data with limited awareness, resulting in 

diminished personal data protection.  

What other options exist in lieu of ownership? If statutory difficulties or diminished 

personal data protection resulted in the United States due to legally defining one’s personal data 

as property, it would be beneficial to begin to create an ownership consciousness within the 

minds of those in the general public in order to ensure that light is shed on the rampant use of 

personal data for a multitude of purposes and in ways that may be currently unbeknownst to the 

average person. If personal data cannot be established as the property of their creator, then access 

to those data should be standardized. The issue with ownership that should be considered is that 

the collector could have some claim to ownership since the collector of the data configured the 

systems that collect the data. This symbiotic relationship where the user generates data and the 

organization collects those data could stifle true data ownership for the generator of the data. In 

this scenario, access is more than reasonable since the data generator does still have a claim to 

equal access to those data and any argument against such claims lack merit. The level of the 

commodification of data revealed in the research leaves little room for people to have equal 

access to the data collected from them as they interact with websites and mobile phone 

applications. 

Furthermore, the current personal data regime lacks one of the core concepts that is 

commonplace when considering personal property: eminent domain (Evans, 2011, p, 80). 

Despite the disadvantages that accompany the government’s ability to commandeer one’s 

personal property, compensation and disclosure are part of the equation, which is not currently 

the case with personal data capture in most circumstances. “The public uses that can support a 

taking are quite broad and could include private, commercial research uses of data, if data 
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were...owned” (Evans, 2011, p, 80). Ownership may not stop data that can be used for the public 

good, such as protected personal health data, from being aggregated and used for research, but it 

can create a different relationship between people, their data, and data aggregators. Considering 

eminent domain of personal physical property, “public uses traditionally involved placing the 

property under public ownership or transferring it to a private company, such as a utility or 

railroad, that is obligated to serve the public, often but not always for a regulated price” (Evans, 

2011, p, 80). People expect just compensation when their physical property is taken from them 

but are less bothered by the collection and trading of their personal data, which has yet to be 

officially considered property by any legal standard. People don’t even demand compensation 

for giving up their personal data and end up only receiving the benefit of being able to use a 

service or some other small convenience in exchange. Unfortunately, “the possibility of eminent 

domain appears to have been lost on privacy advocates who view data ownership as a way to halt 

unconsented, private-sector research use of data” (Evans, 2011, p, 80).  

If ownership alone will not solve the problem of personal data access and the under-

regulated personal data trade, then there are other controls or regimes that can. The challenge is 

that a substantive public discourse regarding personal data access and ownership is not occurring 

in the United States, so new controls or regimes for improving personal data access are not being 

explored by the masses. Regardless of any future regime for personal data ownership, whether it 

is based on propertization or access, a final consideration must be explored: the right to delete 

personal data (Rubinstein, 2012, p. 7). 

Article 17 [of the European Union’s DPD], the right to be forgotten and to erasure, is a 

highly controversial provision that builds on the existing right to deletion of data (Article 

12 of the DPD) and seeks to address more effectively the privacy and dignitary harms 
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(including reputational damage) associated with the dissemination and hence persistence 

of voluntarily shared data in social networking and other Web 2.0 services (Rubinstein, 

2012, p. 7)..  

The concern that unflattering, inaccurate, or deeply personal information contained in one’s 

personal data could be being passed around and cause hindrance to a person is completely valid. 

Worse yet, this information could exist without the explicit knowledge of the person that 

generated the data. The combination of a need for awareness of the data that exist about a person, 

access to those data, and the right to delete those data bring about wider questions about personal 

data storage and aggregation.   

Personal Data Aggregation 

 The collection of material to analyze within the secondary source search involved 

marketing websites, technology, and software applications that collect and store personal data. 

Technology journals and United States patents were sought to gain understanding about both the 

business and technical considerations regarding personal data collection and storage.  

The current state of personal data location and storage is one of fragmentation. 

Looking into the current state of personal data aggregation, personal data exist in countless 

databases across platforms, organizations, and entities. For the end user, who will be defined as 

the average person who wants access to their data, this means that there is the potential that 

meaningful insight could be lost due to the disparate nature, lack of access to, and fragmentation 

of one’s personal data. Looking beyond the end user, marketing organizations also may not have 

accurate data about their prospects or consumers because consumers are not aware of which data 

are collected and cannot correct any errors or omissions present within their data. Also, end users 

do not have the ability to easily remove their data from the databases of organizations, meaning 
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that there is a high probability that organizations are fruitlessly marketing toward uninterested or 

unqualified prospects, or that information that people are not comfortable with sharing are being 

used and shared by organizations. A partnership between consumers and organizations as well as 

varying levels of control over personal data by the end user can create a symbiotic relationship 

for the collection and aggregation of personal data, whether the data are collected by the 

consumers themselves or organizations. 

Fragmentation and multiple disparate data sources. Currently, the personal data 

collected, stored and analyzed by various entities exist across an assortment of databases and 

formats. “Proprietary and/or protocol concerns” can stymie “personal information management 

(PIM)” since disparate systems that are governed by different entities often exist within intranets 

that are controlled by the security and interests of the individual organizations that own the 

systems (Alvarado, Ariel & van Gent, 2010). Varying levels of privacy and regulation dictate 

different protections and storage/access scenarios for different data. For example, the Health 

Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulates health information and treats it in 

a way far removed from the cookies and script libraries that track one’s activity as one interacts 

with a website (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services). Health care information about 

an individual is so heavily protected that it requires identity verification to set up an online 

account to view medical charts on the web and healthcare personnel cannot even text or leave a 

voicemail containing any personal health data on one’s mobile phone unless permission is 

granted (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services).  

On the other end of the spectrum, a person’s Internet browsing history or behavior on a 

given website is easily collected with the onus falling on the user to control the outbound flow of 

their data. Using a web browser in incognito mode (a browsing mode where browsing history is 
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not tracked), deleting temporary Internet files, and reviewing the terms of use for various 

websites and choosing whether or not to interact with or utilize the website are a few examples 

of the “safeguards” that are in place to help people manage the flow of their personal data while 

navigating the web and using mobile device applications. Aside from the various upfront 

safeguards that are put in place, depending on the types of personal data and organizations 

involved, different data types are stored in different databases with different levels of encryption 

and security. There is far less scrutiny for the user behavior data that are stored in a marketing 

database than for protected health information. Furthermore, there is an entire spectrum of 

privacy and security expectations when looking at the continuum of personal data across 

organizations and different types of data with no single source of documentation tying those 

expectations together in a comprehensive policy or outline. 

This fragmentation is further exacerbated by the fact that different types of personal data 

are viewed in silos, and a holistic look at all of the different types of personal data that exist 

about a person has yet to take place at the federal or state level. 

In the US, there is no single, comprehensive federal (national) law regulating the 

collection and use of personal data. Instead, the US has a patchwork system of federal 

and state laws, and regulations that can sometimes overlap, dovetail and contradict one 

another. (Jolly, 2015) 

The creation of an encompassing federal legal standard with a tiered or uniform way of dealing 

with personal data could begin to facilitate the process of defragmentation. By having a legal 

standard that codifies various types of personal data, from HIPAA-protected personal health 

information to website user behavior data, all data can be placed inside a single taxonomy. 

Having a single taxonomy that categorizes and subcategorizes different types of personal data 
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allows for better comprehension of the scale and scope of all of the different types of personal 

data that are collected about individuals. Such a taxonomy could also reveal any gaps in the way 

that certain types of data are treated or how and where they are collected and stored. The current 

circumstance facilitates the consideration of data within very specific confines and does not 

reveal the relationships between the various types of personal data that exist. 

Privacy and business interests in personal data storage and location. Organizations that 

collect and store data have an interest in trying to accumulate massive amounts of personal data 

with minimal visibility and regulation of the particular data for the person whose data are 

collected. Businesses have an interest in increasing their amount of personal data with minimal 

visibility for two reasons. First, organizations view the ongoing addition of discretely mined data 

points as additional opportunities to sell their products or services to prospects. Second, there is a 

“creep factor” that accompanies the profiles that organizations build for their prospects. The 

“creep factor” is especially disturbing when considering that the profiles can often resemble the 

social media profiles that people have created for themselves, despite the prospect of having no 

control or input of the creation and maintenance of the marketing profiles that businesses have 

created for them. People would likely opt out if they saw the marketing profiles that exist for 

them and are housed in an organization’s CRM or marketing database.   

The Internet of Things includes numerous appliances and utilities. Besides the 

goldmine of personal data collected from interactions with bricks and mortar venues, such as 

data collected from banking transactions or purchases made with a credit card in a local shop, 

organizations of all types now have a means of collecting personal data that is closer to home. 

The convenience offered by devices such as thermostats that can be programmed and controlled 

remotely via mobile applications or refrigerators and appliances that can be managed remotely, 
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or even the convenience provided by quick ordering buttons, such as the “Dash” button from 

Amazon.com, comes at a cost. The cost of such convenience is twofold. First, such technology 

comes at a premium regarding price. Additionally, data about the temperature at which people 

keep their homes, the types of appliances that they have in their homes, and the frequency of 

purchase for items that are reordered are being transmitted to the databases managed by the 

organizations that offer such convenience. The Internet-enabled devices that people add to their 

homes incrementally add more and specialized personal data to organizations that benefit from 

those data. Depending on the terms of use for utilizing an Internet-enabled device, organizations 

can even resell those data to companies interested in knowing more about one’s personal life. 

Personal data aggregation with mobile phones and wearable devices. There are 

numerous data tracking devices that are wearable, such as Fitbits or smart watches. Most mid-

market and high-end smartphones now have pedometers, oxygen sensors, and other means of 

measuring user behavior. These devices allow people to have unparalleled insight into their vital 

signs, fitness habits, and even geolocation history, as well as texting frequency and phone call 

duration. Mobile phones and wearable devices also provide organizations with very personal 

data that can be utilized or resold. The benefit for the end user is that most of these data are 

collected and readily available to the wearer or user of a given device. In addition, most 

companies that sell wearable devices or phones make it clear what types of data are collected and 

stored. In some cases, there are privacy settings and controls that allow the user to control the 

flow of their personal data. In other cases, the choice to utilize the service or feature of the device 

is contingent upon whether or not the end user agrees to accept the terms of use that include 

personal data collection. 
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Since the advent of mobile devices and wearable technology, the average person has 

never had such control over managing their health in a preventative way or ensuring that they 

will never miss a communication. There is a lot of value in having instant access to personal data 

from anywhere. No matter where one is, one can instantly view their personal data ranging from 

their pulse and number of steps to text, email, and phone call history. One can even use wearable 

or mobile devices to check the temperature at home remotely if the wearable devices are 

integrated with the Internet of Things devices that are owned by that person. The capability to 

remotely monitor and control systems within one’s household with the level of feedback and 

control currently available was a concept that few could have imagined 15 or 20 years ago. 

Mobile phones and wearable devices integrate with IoT devices, creating a network of API-

connected data aggregators that connect some of the disparate databases that house personal data.  

Self-reporting one’s personal data as an aggregate. In addition to IoT, mobile, and 

wearable devices, self-reporting is another way to gather personal data for use to gain a “360-

degree view” of oneself. There is also a wide array of self-reporting tools, such as mood tracking 

applications, food and diet reporting and tracking tools, and sleep tracking, noting that sleep 

tracking can also be included in the functionality of some wearable devices with an option to 

correct or override any inaccuracies in the data that are collected. Combining self-reported 

personal data with data from IoT and mobile or wearable devices allows for an unprecedented 

view of one’s life. In an ideal configuration, someone could very easily keep up with tracking all 

of their personal data points with minimal effort, with self-reporting being the most tedious of 

the means of tracking personal data. The amount of effort required for self-reporting is 

constantly being diminished by improvements in the user interfaces of mobile applications that 

track mood and meals as designers look to create large, usable emotion icons and as smart 
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algorithms learn one’s meal habits and choices and use suggestive search when adding meal 

information. If calories or other nutrition information need to be associated with the meals 

recorded in a self-reporting meal tracking application, modern algorithms and API tie-ins are 

also smart enough to be able to collect calorie and other nutrition information from sources on 

the web, negating the need for the user to enter that information. 

Self-reporting allows for less tangible personal data points to be recorded and also fills 

any gaps in data collection that current technology solutions have not been developed to handle. 

As technology becomes more robust, the need to self-report personal data will diminish. That 

said, self-reporting will never fully disappear. There will always be the need for an override 

option since the personal data that are collected by devices can sometimes be inaccurate due to a 

variety of circumstances. Situations that can cause inaccuracies in personal data tracking include 

someone else picking up someone’s phone or watch and those steps being counted for the owner 

of the phone or in circumstances where someone has a friend housesitting and managing the 

temperature and other aspects of the household that have personal data associated with them. 

Which applications aggregate various types of data? The Internet of Things, mobile, 

and wearable devices, and self-reporting all produce massive amounts of personal data. The 

personal data produced are persistent records of the way people manage their households, 

purchases made, types of products used, types of food consumed, quality of sleep, mood, level of 

exercise, and countless other aspects of their lives. One of the limitations with the current 

personal data landscape is that devices and self-reporting applications send personal data to 

separate databases that require separate secure logins and user interfaces for access to the 

personal data. That said, there are numerous services available that allow users to stitch together 

multiple, disparate personal data sources. Applications such as Lifemetric and Lifetick allow for 
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the addition of different types of data from sources such as mobile phones, wearable devices, IoT 

devices, as well as manual imports of self-reported, financial, and education data. It is even 

possible to import data directly from spreadsheets, creating the possibility to track any type of 

data that are being recorded in a tabular format. Although these applications have a wide scope 

and can allow for virtually any type of data to be aggregated, they are not especially user-

friendly nor are they fully mature applications that are ready for a mass audience. They require a 

significant investment of the user’s time to maintain the full spectrum of data necessary for a 

“360 degree” view of one’s life, and none appear to have intelligent algorithms that can help to 

identify patterns or deliver insight beyond having some capability to present data visualizations. 

Mint.com is an excellent example of a personal data aggregation application, though it 

has a very limited scope. More specifically, Mint.com is financial data aggregator that pulls in 

financial data from numerous institutions and calculates the user’s net worth, while also using an 

algorithm to identify wasteful spending and opportunities for saving money on fees or for 

services that can assist the user in accomplishing long-term financial goals. Expanding the scope 

and data sources of a tool similar to Mint.com could lead to valuable opportunities to gain insight 

that is not possible to gain without the aggregation and algorithmic analysis of the disparate data 

sets that are currently in a state of fragmentation. Taking the Mint.com model and applying it to 

the broader platform could bring about a revolution in personal analytics. 

How can one generate insight with data tracking and aggregation? An example of 

how insight can be generated by a comprehensive personal data tracking and aggregation 

application can be examined within the lens of mood tracking. Consider someone deciding to 

track their mood three times per day. Once in the morning, once in the afternoon, and once in the 

evening. That person could set up a reminder alert and related prompt to select their mood from a 
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drop-down menu in the personal analytics application. In addition, there would be secondary 

questions such as last meal time or the number of hours of sleep garnered the night before. In this 

example, one can fast forward four months and assume that the person who set up the tracking 

has been adding their mood, meal frequency and hours of sleep. They may check their results 

from tracking and gain insight provenance from a combination of a data visualization that charts 

mood as it correlates to the time of day, the day of the week, proximity to meals (or skipped 

meals), and hours of sleep. An algorithm could identify patterns and create a data narrative (an 

interactive, digital experience based on the user’s personal data) that explains the pattern and 

allows the user to take action or adjust their narrative accordingly.  

In the example of tracking mood, meal frequency, and hours of sleep, a flash of insight 

from a well-crafted data story experience would point out that the person’s mood is generally 

more anxious at the end of the workday on days when that person skipped lunch, indicating the 

need to take a lunch break to eat a meal. Such insight could be turned into a goal to eat lunch at 

work every day, no matter what, and the person could track their progress with and create 

prompts from their tracking platform that reminds them that they suffer from more anxiety when 

they do not eat lunch. Such an interactive data story experience that allows the user to participate 

in an evolving narrative would be engaging to the user and allow for the deeper cognition of 

insightful patterns discovered in their personal data. Created in a user-friendly and game-like 

way, an application of this sort would make goal setting and achievement appear to be less of a 

chore than more common methods and would allow for personal data to inform goals, insight, 

and areas of opportunity.   
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Personal Data Visualization 

 This examination of personal data visualization will begin with some additional 

information about the research process. It will continue with a very short primer on activity 

theory, augmented reality, and gamification. Next, a look at secondary sources regarding the 

value of narratives and data stories for delivering insight will be presented to put into perspective 

the research conducted regarding current personal analytics tools. Following the exploration of 

the value of storytelling, the current landscape of personal analytics platforms will be assessed 

with a focus on the data visualization capabilities of the platforms, though the analysis is not 

solely limited to that focal point.  

Personal data visualization research data collection and frameworks. Personal 

analytics and personal data tracking for the average person would rely heavily on visualization 

since the lay person is not a statistician trained to interpret tabular data. For the quantitative 

research surrounding personal data visualization, data were gathered from primary sources and 

secondary sources for the purpose of conducting research into the awareness of personal 

analytics tools and practices, as well as more basic terms surrounding personal data tracking. 

Data from primary sources were collected in two stages. First, keyword data and popular 

terminology for the terms “personal data ownership,” “personal data aggregation,” and “personal 

data visualization” were gathered from the following primary source: Google Keyword Planner 

(http://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner/). According to Google AdWords Help, the 

“average monthly searches [metric represents] the average number of times people have searched 

for the exact keyword based on the location and Search Network targeting that you've selected. 

By default, we average the number of searches for the term over a 12-month period” (n.d). 
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The quantitative keyword research produced a few tables of data (Appendix A). The first 

table (Table A1) contains the quantitative data from the Google AdWords keyword planner. The 

table includes search terms related to and variations of the phrase “personal analytics.” The first 

column lists “personal data” search term variations, the second column lists the average number 

of monthly searches in the United States for the past full calendar year (4/29/2015 - 4/30/2016) 

for the “personal data” search term variations. The second table (Table A2) uses quantitative data 

from Google.com to create an index of six personal analytics platforms that feature more than 

one type of personal data. The table includes one column that lists the name of each platform. 

The second column contains the web address/URL for each platform. The third column contains 

comma-separated values for each type of personal data metric that the platform tracks or allows 

the user to set goals for, from the following categories: 

●  Education 

● Finances 

● Career 

● Health & Wellness 

● Family/Social Life 

● Mood 

The listed values are based on website content and terms used on the site to describe 

features and functionality (close matches or variants of the terms listed above were considered in 

addition to exact matches). Additionally, platforms that allow configurations to define any type 

of goal or data tracking / personal analytics metrics include each of the values listed above. The 

data identifies the platforms available in the market and the categories of personal analytics 

metrics and goals they allow the user to interact with.  
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Data visualization research contributed to gauging the current capabilities of personal 

data tracking tools regarding visual graphing and storytelling and allowed the lens of Narrative 

Theory, in the perspective of data and cognitive sciences, to be used in this investigation. 

Eagleton’s work defining Narratology as a “modern structuralist analysis of narrative” (1983, p, 

103) and Eccles, Kapler, Harper, and Wright’s Stories in Geotime article lay the foundation for 

an interpretation of Narrative Theory necessary to frame this investigation. The groundwork laid 

by Eagleton and Eccles, Kapler, Harper, and Wright solidifies the idea that people are more 

engaged with, relate better to, and gain clearer insight from stories than from tables of data alone. 

Segel and Heer’s Narrative Visualization: Telling Stories with Data article informs the 

usefulness of visuals in communication by highlighting cases where embedded visuals are 

replacing blocks of text in news articles within journalism. Ruckenstein’s Visualized and 

Interacted Life: Personal Analytics and Engagements with Data Doubles article in the journal 

Societies introduces the “data double,” which is essentially a doppelgänger that embodies all of 

one’s personal data. This article is valuable in helping to understand how people interact and 

engage with their personal data, especially when it is delivered in a visual way. 

Engestrom’s framework based on Activity Theory, “Cultural—historical activity theory,” 

an “approach [that] distinguishes between short-lived goal-directed actions and durable, object-

oriented activity systems” (Engestrom, 2000, p. 960) will be brought into the analysis in order to 

provide insight into how visual data stories can bridge the gap between simply consuming 

personal data and acting on it. Engenstrom’s framework is rooted in the disciplines of both 

ergonomics (or human factors) and psychology, and much of his research in how work and tasks 

are completed can deliver additional insight into one’s journey from gaining a sense of 

ownership of their data to utilizing their data to improve their lives.  
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Going beyond activity systems for utilizing personal data, augmented reality mixes 

physical activity with the digital world. Augmented reality, the addition of a digital layer to real-

life experience (Zak, 2014), and “data doubles” (collections of one’s personal data that act as 

one’s twin, except that the twin is made solely of data) can assist personal analytics in enabling 

enhancements to one’s life to occur (Ruckenstein, 2014). For example, if the camera on one’s 

mobile phone could tap into a personal analytics web application that layered nearby 

inexpensive, healthy eating options over the camera view, one could choose a healthy meal and 

the nutrition information could be automatically added to that person’s personal data profile for 

nutrition tracking. This example of augmented reality interacting with one’s data profile 

demonstrates a simple, seamless experience that allows for better control of one’s health and 

personal information.  

As augmented reality continues to become part of the norm for mobile technology, and 

virtual reality becomes more and more integrated with actual reality, opportunities for self-

improvement are beginning to appear alongside the entertainment aspects of augmented reality 

and virtual reality. “Gamification [is] an umbrella term for the use of video game elements 

(rather than full-fledged games) to improve user experience and user engagement in non-game 

services and applications” (Deterding, Sicart, Nacke, O'Hara, & Dixon, 2011, p. 2426). In this 

research, the term “gamification” is used in the context of finding ways to configure and 

integrate personal data and personal goals into an experience that allows people to work toward 

meeting their personal goals in a way that resembles the reward and sense of accomplishment 

that comes from mastering computer or video games. 

The value of storytelling. Narrative Theory explains that people connect with stories for 

understanding and delivering information (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008). It 
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“…suggests that people are essentially storytellers and have an implicit ability to evaluate a story 

for consistency, detail, and structure” (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008, p. 19). People are 

storytellers by nature (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008). Narratives and visualizations 

allow people to convert data into knowledge. Stories enable opportunities for people to gain a 

deeper understanding of data than tables, graphs, or charts alone.   

The phenomena explained by the theory include the verbal communication of 

observations between individuals, the effectiveness of narratives for delivering information 

(Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008), and the idea that humans inherently transmit ideas with 

metaphors and similes. The effectiveness of storytelling is evidenced within every culture by the 

effective transmission of knowledge and values through oral traditions. Stories have been used 

for millennia to transmit knowledge in a way that efficiently facilitates recall and understanding. 

The dominance of narrative in human-to-human communication is explained by the fact 

that “a story offers a context to understand and communicate activities and plots played by 

characters or actors” (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008, p. 19). Additionally, 

Context helps an audience apply their tacit knowledge in order to better comprehend the 

point being communicated by the author. When applied to analysis, a story can therefore 

be a very useful medium for clearly communicating a situation and related information. 

(Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008, p. 19) 

People tell stories because people can more concisely communicate in narrative than by data 

recitation. Narratives also capture one’s attention, further facilitating retention. Stories are 

humanity’s most basic and efficient way of transmitting the meaning of complex concepts and 

information, according to Narrative Theory. 
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Stories connect with people across the socioeconomic spectrum. Narrative Theory 

asserts that stories can cross the digital divide and connect with people, making their personal 

data more accessible. Since people engage with and gain a better understanding from stories than 

from other means, regardless of the level of computer literacy and position on the socioeconomic 

continuum, narratives with strong visual elements give everyone in society an equal opportunity 

to gain insight from their personal data. Gamification builds on this, with basic gaming concepts 

cutting across socioeconomic boundaries and connecting with people that understand completing 

tasks in a game and earning points or rewards as a result. Layering in augmented reality further 

facilitates an experience for all that can make personal analytics a practice for the masses. With 

the understanding that visual data stories can deliver experiences that can allow more people to 

benefit from personal analytics applications, a brief look at the science of Narratology is in order.  

Visual data stories connect on a cognitive level. Narratives that include visual 

components and mental imagery create “devices to think with, ways of classifying and 

organizing reality” (Eagleton, 1983, p. 105). According to Eagleton, “The mind which does all of 

this thinking is not that of the individual subject: myths think themselves through people, rather 

than vice versa [sic]” (1983, p. 105). The idea that myths have narrative components that “have a 

quasi-objective collective existence” and reflect certain universal themes that people’s brains are 

hard-wired to accept reveals that the syntax of the language may be of less importance than the 

content (Eagleton, 1983, p. 105). As opposed to relying solely on mechanics and text to 

communicate the story one’s data is telling, creating effective visual narratives that communicate 

the data in a way that allows the user to grasp quickly the underlying story allows for the 

opportunity for increased comprehension, which can lead to more opportunities for moments of 

epiphany.  
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Visual data stories deliver insight provenance. Data that are communicated with 

narrative components and visuals provide people of all means with valuable personal insight into 

their health, finances, and other areas of life. Data, properly delivered, enable insight provenance 

(Gotz & Zhou, 2009). Adding interpretation, analysis, and suggestions or recommendations to 

data stories also increases the usability of the data. Data tables or scientific graphs assume that a 

user is versed in interpreting raw data, leaving those with less experience behind. Insight 

provenance explains how data visualizations can enable epiphanies to occur and how they can 

deliver useful information to people in all strata of the socioeconomic spectrum (Gotz & Zhou, 

2009). According to Gotz & Zhou, insight provenance “is often very effective for capturing the 

high-level rationale by which users connect individual insights into an overall conclusion” (2009, 

p. 42). Considering insight provenance as the desired result of personal analytics tracking 

platforms would necessitate a deeper look into Narrative Theory and Narratology in order to 

better understand the themes that human minds are predisposed to for optimal comprehension. 

Such a study would allow data stories and visualizations to be optimized to deliver insight to 

users about their progress toward a goal and provide the desired level of comprehension for each 

personal analytics data point that the user integrates into the platform. 

Aside from a deep dive into Narrative Theory, empathy is an essential component for 

reaching people with their personal data. Meaningful insight delivery for the end user of a 

personal analytics platform depends heavily on user testing and empathy. Put another way, an 

application that delivers data stories requires input and empathy gathering from people at every 

socioeconomic level. Furthermore, such an application would need to take into account those 

with literacy and comprehension levels that hit a minimum of that of an average sixth grader in 

order to reach a broad audience. Such inclusive empathy gathering requires personalized, manual 
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techniques such as interviewing and sentiment analysis, as well as focus groups and an 

abundance of research and outreach. Leaving the construction of data stories within a personal 

analytics platform to data scientists, designers, and programmers with no outside input from 

users from a variety of backgrounds would lead to an experience that would leave several 

population segments out of the equation. 

Data visualizations and narratives can positively influence decision-making, goal setting, 

and progress tracking, potentially leading to opportunities for better life decisions to be made and 

goals to be set and accomplished by people from all walks of life. One of the keys to effectively 

enable goal planning and positive decision-making for individuals, on their own terms, is to 

allow the user to define their goals based on their personal values. A program or application that 

tries to establish goals for the user lacks empathy and would result in the impression that the user 

is not responsible enough to define their own goals, or that application designers from a higher 

tier in the socioeconomic spectrum are pushing their values onto the user. People do not all share 

the same personal values, so it is essential that flexibility in goal definition is considered 

alongside the development of tools that allow for better decision-making, goal setting, and 

personal outcomes. 

Another consideration with introducing data story experiences in personal analytics 

applications is that they need to be constructed in a way that allows suggestions to be safe and 

unobtrusive so that they do not have the possibility to cause harmful behavior or offend the user. 

For example, if a user begins to depend on personal data tracking to maintain their health, they 

may avoid seeking the care of a medical professional for routine check-ups. This lapse in 

screening could cause serious health issues to be missed or foster a false sense of security in the 

personal analytics platform. None of the platforms explored in this research are rich enough to 
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have this issue, but future applications may need to consider the potential for harm that improper 

context could have in personal analytics tracking.  

Visual narratives can make big data seem smaller. Narrative theory and user empathy 

aside, massive data sets require unique visualizations and usability features to best communicate 

the raw data in a way that the average adult can interpret it. Data visualizations, in addition to 

narratives, allow for increased cognitive interaction to occur with personal data. Visualizations 

can also reduce the amount of time necessary for processing personal data in addition to their 

supporting role in communicating the story that the data tell (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 

2008). Visualization types should be carefully selected and tailored to fit the personal analytics 

story being told. It is necessary to look beyond tables or simplistic graphs when working with 

data sets that are as complex and peculiar as personal analytics data. A valuable and accessible 

personal analytics platform would need to be able to generate rich data stories and present them 

to users. In addition to the need for fitting visualizations, sophisticated algorithms that include 

the ability to learn, based on the data collected, and include some level of ontological reasoning 

capability are important for scanning and interpreting personal analytics data in order to generate 

data stories and recommendations for users. Data stories and recommendations derived from 

users’ personal data would allow people opportunities to reach personal goals in a way that does 

not currently exist. 

Ideally, the optimal data visualizations in conjunction with a narrative that weaves 

together the various visualizations and points out the key insights would deliver a data story that 

would be easily understood by people that have at least a sixth-grade reading level. The role of 

the actual visuals is to tell the majority of the story while the narrative provides some supporting 

facts and suggestions that serve to fill any gaps that the visuals may be unable to express due to 
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limitations of capturing every nuance that exists within a given dataset. An ideal data story 

would read similar to a comic book. That is to say, the combination of strong visual elements and 

supporting text would demonstrate the information that is being communicated in a concise and 

tangible way. Narratives without visuals tend to leave a lot of freedom for the reader to envision 

how the characters look and to create imaginative mental impressions about how action 

sequences in the story occur. This freedom to imagine makes it very easy for clarity to be lost 

and for people to overlook some of the important insights that exist within their personal data. 

The importance of communicating accurate and insightful intel necessitates the use of strong 

visual narrative components as the cornerstones of the data stories being represented. As an 

example of the power of visual narrative, the following paragraph can be compared with a visual 

(Figure 2) that outlines the same content: 

As digital properties are developed for a given organization, they are often not 

coordinated or planned in a way that is conducive to the user journey. They are scattered across 

the digital landscape with disparate pieces of content that do not tie together in any coherent 

way. Digital ecosystem alignment consists of arranging digital properties within layers of the 

user journey that allow for the optimal experience at each level of the user journey. Outer layers 

of this arrangement consist of social media profiles, business profiles, hosted videos, email 

outreach, and pay-per-click advertising. The next layer consists of microsites, blogs, and landing 

pages. The core of the digital ecosystem is the website, where the transaction or desired user 

action occurs. By arranging these layers in a way that is most conducive to the user journey, 

various channels can be used with different types of content to push the user toward the core 

website so that they complete the desired action and convert into customers or acquired users. 
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The following is a visual that represents the same information as the paragraph outlined 

above: 

 

Figure 2. Digital ecosystem alignment visual narrative example. 

Consider how much more quickly and concretely a person can grasp the information in the visual 

figure that represented the information as compared to reading the paragraph above it. Even 

someone that is not a subject matter expert in the field of digital marketing can comprehend, at 

least on some level, what is being conveyed regarding the example strategy outlined. With this in 

mind, the value of visual narrative is an essential consideration for personal analytics. 

The current landscape of personal analytics applications and visualization. The 

current state of personal data tracking platforms does not allow for insight provenance to be 

fostered equally across the socioeconomic spectrum. The tools do not communicate the data 

being tracked in a commendable way, in terms of equal access, and most assume a certain level 

of technical adeptness to utilize them effectively. They seem to be fringe applications for people 

who are early adopters and appear to have not yet been considered for broad adoption. Currently, 

the ability to generate visual data stories in a concise and meaningful way, within applications 

that aggregate and format data, exists only in crude form. Building applications that truly deliver 
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meaningful interactions with data stories will require additional research and development. The 

idea of creating a widely adopted personal analytics platform also requires the awareness and 

interest of the average person. Modern culture is demand-driven, so if there is no demand or 

awareness about the possibility that exists with personal analytics and visual data narratives, 

there is likely no drive to develop such data stories. Before getting too lost in the conceptual 

world of visual data stories and personal analytics, it will be prudent to take a look at the current 

state of interest when it comes to personal data, personal data privacy, and personal data 

tracking. The research was conducted in order to get a vague idea of the relative curiosity or 

interest in personal data topics versus very common keyword searches that are conducted on 

Google. 

Finding visual data narratives on the web. Key phrases and terms that people use when 

utilizing a search engine to research personal data tracking, according to Google AdWords, are 

“Personal analytics” and “tracking tools” (2016). “Personal analytics” and “tracking tools” are 

the first and second most commonly searched terms in Google’s search engine when researching 

the search volume for similar phrases (Google AdWords, 2016). The results reveal the first 

barrier to personal data accessibility – the fact that many folks likely do not use these terms in 

their daily vernacular (Table A2). 

“Personal data tracking” is a descriptive and more comprehensible term. According to 

Google AdWords, it is the phrase with the third highest search volume in the United States when 

considering search terms related to “personal analytics” (2016). The interest in the term 

“personal data tracking” implies that public education campaigns and thought leadership could 

create and expand awareness of personal analytics and the possibilities that exist within the 

current state of technology to allow people to interface with their personal data. 
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Overall, the surprisingly low search query volume for keywords that describe personal 

data and personal analytics signals a lack of interest, awareness, concern, or curiosity for 

personal data. It also signals a lack of people feeling the need to dig more deeply on the topic of 

personal data, meaning that only those that have an interest in the topic are searching for related 

keywords. It causes some concern knowing that on average only 30-2400 people per month, in 

the United States, search Google for keywords such as “personal analytics,” “personal data,” or 

“personal information” while on average 74,000 people per month in the United States search 

Google for the term “identity theft” (Google AdWords, 2016). This shows that people care little 

about researching personal data with Google’s search engine until an event occurs that prompts 

them to search for keywords related to and including the topic of identity theft. Such a glaring 

gap in how people relate to their personal data should be a cause for concern. The 

aforementioned demise of the Lifemetric personal analytics web application should also cause 

concern since the maturation of the relationship between people and their data should lead to 

people utilizing personal analytics aggregation and graphing platforms to gain rapport with their 

data. 

Looking at currently available personal data aggregation, visualization, and insight 

platforms. Setting aside the enterprise-level data aggregation and visualization tools that are 

used in the business world, there are few personal data tracking platforms available on the 

market that allow users to track, aggregate, and visualize various types of personal data. The 

personal analytics platforms available do not appear to be well-funded applications nor do they 

appear to be comprehensive tools, at least not in their current state. The market may never be 

favorable to a personal analytics platform. If the market ever becomes favorable for such an 

application to be commercially developed, it may be cost prohibitive for certain segments of the 
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population and may only serve to benefit those of certain financial means. This analysis of 

current applications serves as an audit and conversation starter regarding the potential that exists 

with personal analytics. 

         Current personal analytics tools and the types of data that can be aggregated and 

visualized by them. The various personal data tracking and aggregation tools currently available 

include different integrations for different data types (Table A2). Some tools allow for the 

aggregation of data types across different cross sections of one’s life, while others are focused in 

very specific areas such as health or finance. The ideal aggregator for a full “360 degree” view of 

one’s “quantified self” (Swan, 2009) would include all possible data types and multiple data 

formats. It would also ensure that importing or syncing data from various, disparate sources is a 

simple and seamless experience. Being able to easily authenticate and hook into one’s bank 

accounts via an API and effortlessly sync personal budget data from a spreadsheet on one’s 

computer or from a spreadsheet stored on Google Sheets, in addition to having a straightforward 

means to pull data directly from activity monitoring devices, could offer the opportunity for 

people to gain insight into their lives that they may have never have had otherwise. Having a 

broad array of options for data integration is essential for a comprehensive personal analytics 

platform. 

Data types by platform. Currently, there are gaps in types of personal analytics that can 

be tracked in most of the platforms investigated in this study. The proportional amount of 

available data types by platform demonstrates that two of the five investigated platforms contain 

a larger variety of metric types that can be tracked (Figure 3). One notable absence from all but 

two of the platforms is mood tracking (Table A1). The ability to record mood over time can 

allow the user to recognize patterns and correlate different moods with different events, 
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activities, or times of the day, month, or year. An intelligent algorithm could learn mood patterns 

and offer insight as well.  

  

 

 

Figure 3. Personal analytics application proportional comparison of available personal data and 

metric types that can be tracked. 

Data visualization capabilities within current personal data tracking applications. 

People need their personal data to be represented in a way that allows for maximum cognition 

and comprehension. Narrative Theory demonstrates that people gain a deeper understanding 

from data delivered in stories than from tabular or raw data (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 

2008). It also explains the merits of stories in terms of allowing the user to parse out and verify 

data for reliability and consistency (Eccles, Kapler, Harper & Wright, 2008). Stories make a 
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perfect medium for delivering personal analytics data in a way that is usable and actionable, to a 

mass audience. Stories can and should incorporate visual elements as well, further expanding the 

opportunity to connect with visual learners in addition to those who learn best from information 

encased in narrative. 

All of the personal analytics applications use some form of data visualization or graphing 

to display the personal data that are being tracked. Some platforms have richer and more 

comprehensible graphs and visualizations than others. Few have comprehensive narrative 

components. Beeminder’s personal data visualizations (Figure 4) stand out as being more 

sophisticated than the other applications, but the application’s limited capabilities for allowing 

different types of graphs to be used to view data in different ways stunts its potential to deliver 

insightful personal data visualizations to users beyond a single visual experience. 
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Figure 4. Beeminder’s data visualization graphic. The yellow path is the target for the goal set 

by the user and the green and gray line represents adherence to the goal. 

Lifemetric’s basic graphing functionality (Figure 5) is unimpressive, and its graphs could 

just have easily been created in a spreadsheet: 
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Figure 5. Lifemetric’s personal data graphing capabilities, according to its website in October of 

2015. 

Lifemetric’s limited graphing and data visualization capabilities combined with its marketing, 

branding itself as a “social experiment” (Marsh, 2015), likely turned off users and made them 

feel like the limited visuals were not enough of an incentive to participate in a social experiment 

by using the Lifemetric application. The benefits did not outweigh the concerns with sharing 

personal data, and the Lifemetric application no longer exists on the Internet. 

Lifetick’s personal data graphing and visualization functionality (Figure 6) is also 

rudimentary, with unimpressive pie charts, tables, and basic graphics that do little to present data 

in an insightful and cognitive-friendly way. 
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Figure 6. Lifetick’s personal data graphing capabilities, according to its website. 

Lifetick’s interface design complements its graphs and allows for easily navigating and running 

reports for varying types of metrics. The sleek interface makes it an application that is easy to 

use for those savvy enough to interact with checkboxes, text fields, and other basic interface 

elements. Improvements in Lifetick’s data visualization capabilities would move it far closer to 

an ideal personal analytics platform than it currently is.    

I Strive To’s personal data graphing and visualization functionality (Figure 7) is 

extremely limited, with little in terms of data visualizations and a heavy reliance on tables and 

lists.  
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Figure 7. I Strive To’s personal data graphing capabilities, according to its website. 

I Strive To’s current functionality is intriguing, with its own coding language for tracking goals, 

but it is not positioned for use by people that are not analytics enthusiasts. I Strive To uses tables 

to present a majority of its data, though its “activity stream” delivers updates in a way that is 

similar to a news ticker or social media activity feed. 

Stickk’s personal data graphing and visualization functionality (Figure 8) is basic, but the 

integration of its visualizations with user interface elements increases the semantic meaning by 

constructing icons, interactive elements, and text in a way that tells a more complete story than a 

standalone visual could.  
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Figure 8. Stickk’s personal data graphing capabilities, according to Apple’s App Store website. 

Stickk integrates social components, incentives, and mobile-friendly design into its personal 

analytics platform, creating a robust application. The visual, narrative, social, and game-like 

elements of the application create a visually interactive experience that delivers insight and 

motivates the user to reach the goals that they define. Adding some type of augmented reality to 

the application, tying it into APIs from external data sources, and increasing the data 

visualization capabilities would undoubtedly make this the personal analytics and goal tracking 

application of choice within the commercial sphere.    
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Despite the basic graphing features of Beeminder, Lifemetric, Disciplanner, Lifetick, and 

I Strive To, they lack the type of visuals that can present information in ways that allow people to 

gain new and meaningful understanding. Multidimensional pie charts, radar graphs, and matrices 

come in more complex forms than the commonly used line, bar, and simple pie charts that are 

often used in workplace settings. Glyphs and three-dimensional graphics can showcase data in 

ways that have not been conceived before the advent of information technology. As some of the 

top researchers regarding the concept of the “quantified self” have pointed out, “traditional charts 

have been the norm, but several other approaches have been proposed to enable easier and faster 

perception and exploration [of fitness activity tracking data]” (Larsen, Cuttone & Jørgensen, 

2013). None of the personal analytics platforms explored in this study, aside from Beeminder,  

include data visualizations beyond the simple charts that can be generated from standard word 

processing or spreadsheet applications, thereby limiting opportunities for enabling insight 

provenance in users of the applications (Gotz & Zhou, 2009). 

In addition, none of the personal data tracking platforms explored included strong 

narrative components or storytelling experiences, though Stickk has a combination of user 

interface elements, text, and graphs that have the semblance of a visual narrative. The platforms 

lack a feedback engine, logical suggestions, and algorithmic features that identify patterns and 

weave data story experiences from them. Beeminder and Stickk stand out among the applications 

since they come very close to having substantive visual narratives, each in their own individual 

way. Beeminder allows users to create a path toward a goal and watch their progress along the 

path. Beeminder also includes a feature that forces the user to pledge money if they want to 

continue on their pathway to a goal in cases where they do not make satisfactory progress. This 

style of turning goals into games (gamification) with monetary loss as a deterrent may take the 
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focus away from the purpose of goal setting and the self-efficacy developed through user-defined 

goals. Gamification also makes the data story a means to avoid financial loss, appealing beyond 

their core natures as narratives to interact with and tools for gaining insight. Broadening the 

appeal of visual personal data narratives allows for wider opportunities for adoption, moving 

beyond early adopters and closer to mainstream acceptance. 

Graphical user interfaces make visual data stories accessible. Moving beyond visual 

data graphing and narrative, the ability for an application to tell a visual data story is meaningless 

if the graphical user interface of the application is not intuitive enough to allow the user to 

navigate easily to and utilize controls that allow the data stories to be generated, configured, and 

perceived from multiple perspectives. In the digital realm, the narrative (content) and 

functionality of an application are wrapped in a graphical user interface, similarly to how a book 

is encapsulated in a cover and includes a table of contents, artwork, an index, publishing, and 

author information. An effective graphical user interface is a core part of the digital visual 

experience.  

In the case of personal data aggregation and visual narrative, the user interface (UI) 

allows the user to upload and tie together the disparate data sources necessary to begin to tell the 

data stories relevant to the life, values, and goals of the user. The ease-of-use offered by an 

intuitive user interface facilitates the democratization of personal data stories since the 

requirement of someone to act as a programmer or data scientist to benefit from visual data 

narratives creates a roadblock for the average person. To exemplify the importance of an 

effective user interface, consider a book that did not follow common conventions for the 

information presented on its cover, page numbering, the table of contents, index, and author 

information. In this scenario, the reader may not be able to take away as much from the 
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experience of reading the book as they would from a book that followed common conventions, 

such as an alphabetized index at the back of the book and sequentially numbered pages. In fact, 

if pages were not numbered in a reference book it would be virtually unusable, and there would 

be a major roadblock in accessing information via the table of contents. 

Considering the importance of the user interface in communicating visual data stories, all 

but one of the personal analytics applications explored in this study allow tracking to be set up 

via a graphical user interface; I Strive To uses a scripting language/coding language to configure 

personal data tracking features. The application that uses its own scripting (programming) 

language allows for more flexibility in interacting with personal data, but it comes at the expense 

of accessibility for those who are less familiar with programming logic. A simple, graphical, and 

highly interactive user interface that uses symbols and understandable language befits an 

accessible and usable personal analytics platform that is intended to be used by the broadest 

audience possible. 

Interface design plays an important role in usability. The organization of interface 

components and visual hierarchy can make the operation of an application intuitive. 

Additionally, visual data depends on the existence of a graphical interface specific to the delivery 

of the visualized personal analytics (Meyer, et al., 2010). Similarly to the concern that visual data 

stories can be understood by someone with a sixth-grade reading level, it is equally important 

that an application can be used and navigated by someone at a sixth-grade level. It is impossible 

to fight for the democratization of personal data if those data are not usable or cannot be 

navigated by a large portion of the general public. The interface for data visualizations requires 

distinctive effort in order to facilitate the reasoning process within users. As Meyer, et al. put it, 

“the human cognitive process must be modeled explicitly as an integrated part of any model of 
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visually enabled reasoning” (2010). An inadequate interface design could significantly shrink the 

user base or lower the ability of users to gain useful insight from their personal data. It could also 

prevent the user from properly adding their goals and synchronizing data feeds to their personal 

analytics platform, causing inaccurate or missing data. 

Insight is gained when people can easily accomplish tasks within an application. The 

unique predicament that exists when considering visual data stories within personal analytics 

applications is the fact that the entire experience is visual. Therefore the actual data stories 

themselves are encased in a visual user experience and user flow. User flows are the common 

routes that people will use to accomplish tasks within an application. A comprehensive discovery 

process is necessary to understand the way that users will utilize and gain the most benefit from a 

personal analytics platform. “User studies, task analyses, usability tests, and system performance 

evaluations…” are required to gain an understanding of how people will interact with and flow 

through a personal analytics application (Meyer, et al., 2010). Once the most common user flows 

are identified and documented, the user experience can be designed that meets the expectations 

of those who will utilize the personal analytics application. 

Since the scope of this work is not involved with completing a comprehensive audit of 

each analytics platform and solely leverage to the marketing websites for each platform, 

individual user flows were not investigated nor completed for each personal analytics 

application. Regardless, the nature of this investigation being the start of a discussion and the call 

to action for the practice of personal analytics in the daily lives of the broadest swath of the 

population possible necessitates the mention of user flow and commentary on its importance. 

Based on a review of the interfaces showcased in images that appeared on each of the personal 

analytics applications websites, it seemed as if the user flows for each application are 
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underdeveloped and have yet to reach any sense of maturity. Beeminder appeared to have the 

most planned user flow and robust means of integrating data, planning goals, assigning monetary 

values, and watching the semblance of a visual narrative as the goal is either reached or not fully 

completed.      

Navigation is an important part of user experience. If specific pathways through the 

application are not obvious, then the user will likely get lost and frustrated. Practical navigation 

usually segments users and brings them from a broad action category to a specific action. For 

example, a school website that allows parents and students to check grades and attendance would 

have navigation specific to a student managing their account, while a parent’s navigation options 

would be more involved with viewing a student’s performance and providing the means to reach 

out to the instructor or attendance office. These two paths would likely begin with two 

navigation options, “For Parents” and “For Students” in order to guide the user to the section of 

the site that will allow them to accomplish the task they arrived at the website to fulfill. 

Based on the websites that promote the platforms, the personal analytics applications 

explored in this study appeared to lack a polished appearance or focus on user experience. 

Disciplanner has a primary navigation bar, a logo, and inputs and graphs that look like a styled 

spreadsheet. Lifemetric has form field inputs, tables, and line graphs, with navigation options in 

the header and footer of the application. These two examples demonstrate the fact that the 

average person would be disconnected from the user experience if they were not accustomed to 

working with forms, charts, and spreadsheets. Application developers are not yet crafting user 

experiences and narratives that can connect with and deliver insight to most people. 
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From Visual Data Stories to the User Interface, Design and Experience Matter 

         The consideration of lifestyle design or self-improvement through personal data requires 

a look at the entire experience and not solely the visual data stories created to render personal 

data. Such a consideration expands the scope of future research into how people will interact 

with their personal data in the future. The human-computer interface, from data tracking devices 

to reporting dashboards and from the interface controls to the visual data stories, will need to be 

researched and explored further within the context of personal analytics. Emerging Internet of 

Things technologies and how people utilize the data they can access from IoT devices will need 

further research to reveal insight into how people can best understand and know their data in a 

way that delivers insight and a sense of ownership. 

         The third portion of this exploration concerned with visual narrative has clearly 

demonstrated the depth of this topic. In fact, visual narrative and the visual elements of the user 

experience that encompass personal analytics are worthy of a separate and far more in-depth 

investigation. The purpose of this small jaunt into visual narrative was to spark some 

conversation and ignite the interest of those who specialize in data visualization and interface 

design, prompting a deep look into the considerations and nuances that exist concerning personal 

analytics. Such applications are not currently very mature nor are they especially commonplace, 

so there is plenty of room for either nonprofit or for-profit entities to take up the yoke of data to 

democratization and visual data storytelling.  
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Chapter 3 

Implications 

 This investigation into personal data has revealed a landscape of nescience, apathy, and 

impotence regarding personal data empowerment. It appears as if, aside from those interested in 

data science, most people are not particularly curious about the lifecycle of their personal data 

streams. If people are interested or curious about their personal data stream, then they either are 

not currently aware of some of the nomenclature surrounding personal data and personal 

analytics, or they explore and investigate the topic within the categories that have sparked their 

interest, such as data privacy, wearable devices, or the Internet of Things. Regardless of the 

reason behind the relatively low search engine query volume for keywords that involve personal 

data, it is baffling to consider the current volume of the average monthly search queries for 

keywords that relate to the topic. The low search query volume for personal data related phrases 

is especially troubling considering the rapid development and dissemination of technologies that 

enable increased capabilities for organizations to capture, track, and store personal data. 

Equal Access 

Since the scope of this investigation is primarily focused on the average person and their 

interaction and relationship with their personal data, personal data collection and aggregation 

should exist in part for the sake of the end user. Exploring a means to aggregate and secure one’s 

data while allowing varying levels of permissions for varying data types enables new 

opportunities for insight generation. Allowing access to all of the data that exist for a person, 

aside from confidential data pertaining to ongoing investigations or other fringe cases, is a 

concept that requires thorough exploration in order to ensure that safeguards are put in place, and 
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data integrity is maintained. The current state of personal data storage is one where data 

fragmentation exists.  

The rapid increase in personal data collection and current fragmentation creates a need 

for equal access. Technology and the capacity to store larger and larger data sets, as well as the 

ability to gather more qualitative and quantitative personal data from people, creates implications 

beyond the simple use of a few data points to serve more targeted advertising or to make service 

procurement of transactions more seamless. The capture of DNA and other, more sensitive data 

creates a scenario where people not being fully aware of their data trail or how their data are used 

can cause their data to be used in ways that go against their best interests. Further exacerbating 

this issue is the idea that in addition to personal data being used to go against one’s interests, 

there is also a lost opportunity to utilize personal data to reach personal goals. There is a clear 

loss when people do not have equal access to their personal data, and this loss cannot be ignored. 

Data Democratization 

In a world where people have access and some level of ownership over their aggregated 

personal data, they can be empowered by having a readily available and easily managed data 

portfolio. They can also add chose to their data sets and make the choice to share data in ways 

that could benefit them, aiding both the person or end user as well as any third party that may use 

one’s personal data for marketing or service delivery purposes. There can be the creation of a 

two-way, symbiotic relationship where people can represent themselves in a more informed way. 

It could allow people to set personal goals, while reaching out to third party organizations and 

entities with accurate personal data, wants, and needs that are fully qualified, demonstrated by 

the action taken to allow data sharing. Such a two-way exchange would require some 

infrastructure adjustments and possibly a public data brokerage of some sort. 
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Consider the mutual gathering of personal data from third parties. Creating a mutual 

network of two-way application programming interfaces (APIs) from the organizations that have 

one’s personal data stored on their servers to a personal data brokerage would allow for data that 

one may not be aware of to be collected and used for personal gain. These two-way APIs could 

also include correction, removal, and addition capabilities for the personal data the organizations 

originally collected. A hypothetical system that includes some form of a public personal data 

brokerage sounds scary on some levels, and there are potential dangers with having one large 

database that includes all of the personal data about each person in society. Potential dangers 

aside, the reality is that there already is some semblance of this, and it currently exists with 

limited visibility and without any checks or balances. There currently is a market for personal 

data that most have little knowledge about or control over, seemingly existing in the shadows. 

By creating transparency and shedding light on this sort of brokerage, adding a public element, 

and creating some form of regulation in governance, people can begin to take small steps to 

improve the current practices revolving around personal data collection and use. 

Creating one source of truth for user-accessible, reviewed, and verified personal 

data. The simplest way to facilitate the aggregation and accuracy of personal data and work 

toward some form of a public brokerage is by creating a single “source of truth.” In this scenario, 

there would be a single set of user records that would be the primary source where other sources 

would draw from. Such a primary source would create the so-called “golden records” that are the 

verified, accurate, and most up-to-date profiles that exist for individuals. Each person would 

have access to their golden record, allowing them to know what data exist about them and to 

manage them in conjunction with some form of verification service to ensure that people are not 

purposefully manipulating their personal data. There would also be a need for controls that allow 
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for the removal of the personal data from the public-facing golden record so that people are not 

forced to share information that they do not feel comfortable sharing with other organizations. 

The risk involved is that people may not trust their data being kept in a single place or may fear 

the outcome of control of such a large swath of data by a malicious entity. 

         A neutral, secure vault. Creating a secure, safe, protected vault requires the resources, 

legal protections, and management of a government agency or a trusted non-governmental or 

non-profit organization that is governed by an array of elected representatives or by some other 

balanced or distributed authority. Such a vault could guarantee access and some level of control 

over one’s data, and also would allow for the regulation of the flow of the data through each part 

of the journey those data take, from generation to capture to use. People could control which data 

go to their vault and which data that are stored can be utilized by which entity and for which 

purpose.  

The shared benefits of personal data access and feedback. People should have ready 

access to the data that they produce while going about their daily lives. Aside from creating 

transparency, it allows people to ensure accuracy. Having a user-facing component with visual 

renderings of the various types of data stored in a vault allows people to derive direct benefit 

from their personal data and could create a sense of empowerment. Such a visual component 

could also be decoupled from the vault and could be commercialized so that a number of options 

could be available on the market to meet the needs of the varying levels of users that would exist 

in such a situation. In this case, the visual component would need to utilize an API to connect to 

the public brokerage or data vault. One other consideration of this case is the need for a free or 

low-cost option so that anybody could benefit from the visual data stories rendered from their 

personal data. 
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The implications of moving beyond the limitations of current personal data tracking 

applications. Current platforms do not tell meaningful stories with robust data visualizations. 

The need to utilize technology and data narratives to reach people seems obvious based on the 

health, education, achievement, and economic gaps that exist within the United States. It is clear 

that data stories and visuals connect people with their personal data effectively. The effectiveness 

of data narratives has been proven by several studies that have been published in academic 

journals and referenced in this work. The challenge is to call designers and programmers to 

action and procure funding to do further research and develop a personal analytics application 

that is usable by the broadest possible audience. 

Visual Narrative 

There is the potential for cultural impact if visual personal data narratives permeate 

society. A culture of self-efficacy could be created through social sharing, education, and 

workshops, fostering the “gamification” of life (people setting up goals, tracking metrics, and 

incentivizing positive movement toward goals). A conscious effort to avoid a commanding or 

authoritarian style of motivating people and outlining goals is necessary to foster self-regulation. 

People will likely feel “shamed” if an authority figure “talks down” to them and tries to coerce 

them to set and achieve predetermined goals. People should be able to find passive information 

and resources to assist them in determining and meeting their goals to ensure that they are 

striving toward something they truly want, as opposed to something forced on them from 

external sources. 
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Conclusion 

 This inquiry into personal data ownership, aggregation, and visualization and its 

implications has uncovered a void in the public conversation regarding individuals’ relationship 

with their personal data. Aside from the research conducted within this work, the recent release 

of a mobile application called Pokemon Go has shed some light on personal data concerns in the 

United States (Lomas, 2016), Pokemon Go is an augmented reality game released by a software 

company called Niantic. Niantic was originally spawned by Google, which is a huge aggregator 

of data, as evidenced by their dominance in the search engine advertising world (Bergen, 2016). 

Pokemon Go is a mobile application that prompts users to walk around in their neighborhoods in 

order to interact with elements of the game. Pokemon Go has sparked a controversy due to the 

terms and conditions and application permissions that users must accept to play the game 

(Lomas, 2016). On the positive side, Pokemon Go prompts people to go out, get exercise, set 

goals, and interact with places and people in the real world in order to progress in the game. The 

negatives include the fact that users’ personally identifiable information, geolocation, and other 

data are collected by the application and can be shared with third parties (Lomas, 2016). In fact, 

“the Pokemon Go privacy policy states the company may share aggregated data with third 

parties, and identifiable user data with law enforcement agencies and other parties for a range of 

reasons it deems appropriate” (Lomas, 2016). Pokemon Go epitomizes one of the most important 

arguments made in this work, namely, that personal data are being collected and aggregated by 

organizations while most people seem to reap very little benefit in return.       

Aside from the ongoing aggregation and commodification of people’s personal data, this 

investigation has also delved into the care necessary to connect people with their data in a 

democratic and empathetic way. If personal data are ever poised for democratization, and the 
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relationship that people have with their data matures to the point where a conduit is needed to 

help broker the relationship between people and their data, organizations will need to step up and 

take action. Considering the care and empathy necessary to connect people with their personal 

data, non-profit organizations are best suited to take up the cause to “free” personal data and 

foster an open source project that pulls together a holistic set of metrics in order to help people 

define life goals and work toward them, with the ability to watch progress via data visualizations 

and suggestive narratives. Furthermore, laws should be enacted that allow people to gain access 

to any personal information that is collected about them from corporations or consumer 

marketing organizations. Despite the resources of corporate lobbyists, a significant movement 

could be created if knowledge about the depth and granularity of personal data being collected 

was disseminated to greater numbers of people across the United States. 

There are several considerations to be explored and ample research that needs to be 

completed to begin to chart the course for personal data ownership, accessibility, and insight 

generation. The research conducted to gauge the current landscape of personal analytics exposes 

the clear lack of socially-conscious approaches to personal informatics and calls to action those 

who wish to investigate and develop laws, technology, awareness, and education that can help 

more people accomplish their personal goals. This research should be used as a starting point for 

further investigation into personal analytics tracking, incorporating algorithms that provide 

suggestions and coaching based on the flow of personal data, and additional research on the 

effectiveness of virtual coaching on improving personal outcomes on life goals set by 

individuals.   
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Appendix 

Table A1 

Beeminder.com, Disciplanner.com, Lifetick.com, I.strive.to.com, Stickk.com, Lifemetric.com – 

Personal Analytics Data Types by Platform (3/22/2016) 

Name Website URL Personal Analytics Data/Metric Types 
Supported by Platform  

Beeminder http://www.beeminder.com Career, Education, Family/Social Life, 
Finances, Health and Wellness 

Disciplanner http://www.disciplanner.com Career, Education, Family/Social Life, 
Finances, Health and Wellness 

Lifetick http://lifetick.com Career, Education, Family/Social Life, 
Finances, Health and Wellness 

I Strive To http://i.strive.to Career, Education, Mood, Family/Social 
Life, Finances, Health and Wellness 

Stickk http://www.stickk.com Career, Education, Family/Social Life, 
Finances, Health and Wellness 

Lifemetric http://www.lifemetric.com 
(now defunct) 

Career, Education, Mood, Family/Social 
Life, Finances, Health and Wellness 
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Table A2 

Google.com – Keyword search volume for “personal analytics” and variants versus common 

search queries that serve as control keywords/search terms from 4/29/2015 – 4/30/2016 

Personal Data Keywords Avg. Monthly Searches (exact match only) 

personal data tracking 
30 

data tracking app 110 

lifelogging 260 

web tracking 210 

lifelog 880 

personal information 2400 

tracking tools 140 

lifelogging apps 20 

data tracking apps 20 

health tracking apps 140 

website tracking tools 90 

personal tracking 70 

data broker companies 90 
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life logging app 30 

health tracking devices 140 

data tracking 320 

personal analytics 110 

personal data analytics 10 

personal analytics app 10 

personal analytics tools 10 

personal data analysis 10 

reporter app 260 

personal data 480 

data protection 1300 

data privacy 1000 

data protection law 50 

data protection laws 90 

personal data protection 40 

personal data security 30 
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data protection acts 10 

privacy data protection 10 

data security 2900 

data protection rights 10 

data privacy law 70 

data protection policy 90 

protection of personal data 10 

personnel data 30 

data encryption software 260 

private data 90 

identity theft 74000 

data privacy laws 260 

data security policy 210 

data protection registration 10 

what is data protection 70 
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